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This chapter presents twelve observations to corroborate the content of
my books. Together I believe that they provide strong proof for my
proposed scenario of events that compose the biblical Apocalypse.
Eleven of these observations come from calculations in the 7-based
dimension according to the “Rosetta Stone” theory. The twelfth, the
“mother of all observations,” comes from the 5-based dimension
meaning it has a cosmic overlay.
As I analyzed all the other eleven, I discovered the twelfth and last one.
It had been included in the pages I had written without knowing it. I
had thought that this book was ready to print, but this twelfth
embedded discovery had to be inserted even if it caused delays. I
recognized God’s finger in its verification of the dating for the
Apocalypse from the Heh, 5-based dimension. In the Hebrew Alphabet
Number System the number eleven (11) stands for "depravity” or
“judgment" while the number twelve (12) communicates “governmental
perfection.”
Remember, I am not a prophet. I am just a fallible human being who
has received insight into these marvelous biblical truths by God’s grace.
Besides being a cuckoo clock hobbyist, I am an inventor and a longtime maker of precision instruments. The innovative perspectives and
practical skills developed from these experiences have given me a
unique perspective on the Bible, and I hope that I have communicated
them clearly to you in these pages. I trust that I have understood
enough of God’s message to take the risks involved in writing these
books. Believe me, humanly I would have much rather continued to
enjoy the simple life of my retirement on my vineyard. Perhaps reading
these books will cause you to also re-evaluate your spiritual priorities
and change how you are living before God!
Because these eleven plus one observations enable me to pinpoint the
many of the events and dates of the Apocalypse, I have boldly stepped
out on a limb to predict that the seven years of the Great Apocalypse
will take place between:
21 December 2008 and 21 December 2015
Kislev 24, 5769 and Tevet 9, 5776
I hope that you take it seriously. I hope that we will spend eternity
together in the presence of our Creator who purposes to bless each of
us with nothing but goodness and love, as long as we are willing to
humbly accept His ways in faith and deed through Jesus as Savior.
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Observation #1 (Aleph)
A Test of Basic Assumptions
I am not a historian, but what I have discovered is a system that works
within a reasonable margin of error when one considers the various
calendar conversions and often long periods of time involved.
Furthermore, I have discovered many “coincidental” cross-checks that
confirm the validity of the research methods I employ.
When I started my research, I soon learned that the historians do not
agree among themselves on almost any date dealing with the Bible and
history. In fact the discovery of the gears and cycles at work actually
helped me to select from among the experts’ different proposed dates.
Perhaps my tables could help resolve some of the debates between
historians just as they helped me to confirm proposed prophetic dates.
In my study of the biblical Apocalypse, I discovered two calculations for
predicting the beginning date, which serve as witnesses. My calculations
are based on historical facts. These two witnesses support the research
methods I have used for determining the other observations.
This first observation locates the notch on the World Cuckoo Clock that
will activate the cuckoo bird to announce the beginning of the
Apocalypse. If these calculations are correct, we can assume that all the
others will conform in accordance with the same mathematical laws.
The 483 year gear is significant in several calculations used in both the
7-based and the 5-based systems. To verify its assumptions, we can try
it out on some historical dates that we already know. That way we will
have reasonable assurance that the method can be used to predict
future events that have not happened yet.
In other words, we take a Bible verse that was prophetic when written
but has since been fulfilled in history. If it worked for fulfilled prophecy,
then that gear probably works for other prophecies yet to take place in
our Daleth dimension of this earth and time. We should not forget that
the gears must mesh to justify their utility in the measurement of
prophetic time.

Now, let’s test the theory of gears:
First Test
Daniel said that the Messiah (Jesus Christ) would appear sixtynine weeks “from the issuing of the decree to restore and rebuild
Jerusalem.” (Daniel 9:24) Here the Bible gives us a gear of 69
weeks, which is 69 x 7 = 483 years. Some Bible scholars have
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determined 454 BC to be the date of the decree to rebuild. Other
dates may be more popular with today’s students of Bible
prophecy, but this date works perfectly within the chronological
system of gears, and that fact confirms 454 BC as the best
historical option.
Bible prophecy often speaks in terms of units that may have more
than one absolute chronological value. In this case we agree with
most scholars’ opinion and use units of years. The biblical basis
for this conclusion derives from 2Chronicles 36:21. In this case
there were 70 literal missed land sabbath years out of the
Temple’s 490 years of existence. (Leviticus 25:2-7) Hence almost
all agree that one prophetic week scales to equal 7 years.
Thus, we multiply 69 x 7 to discover a gear of 483 literal years. In
our calculations (as shown in the 7000-Year Table of Human
History) When I add a sixty-four (64) year gear to the end of the
Jewish captivity in Babylon at 518 BC, we again come to the same
date of 454 BC. Next we add the 483 year gear to 454 BC in order
to determine the year of the Messiah’s appearance:
454

BC

+ 483 years =

AD

29

Secular history confirms that Jesus’ ministry began at about this
time, so this approach establishes a proven chronological gear of
483 years. Using other combinations of the 483 year gear in other
known historical settings will further prove that the 483 gear is
valid so we can trust its utility in predicting the future dates of
other prophesied events mentioned in the Bible.
Second Test
This time we will use the five-base system and the 1 + 4 = 5 rule
to get to the end of Daniel’s 70th Week (the foreshadowed time
that includes Jesus Christ's ministry, death and resurrection).
Since the 5-based system also works while counting backward
from end dates, we will compute backward from the liberation of
Old Jerusalem and the Temple Mount in AD 1968.
Counting backwards to verify and test prophetic dates has never
been done before because Christian scholars only know one
system of calculation – what I call the 7-based system. The 7based system always anticipates forward from antiquity to our
modern time. Since one gear was used to move forward to the
appearance of Messiah, we need to subtract four 483 year gears
from AD 1968 (1=5-4):
AD

1968 - 1,932 (4 x 483 gears) =

AD

36
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Again, this calculation agrees with the first test. There are seven
years (1 week of years) between AD 29 and AD 36, which would be
Daniel’s 70th Week - if it were to immediately follow the 69th
week! Both of these tests, like two witnesses, give evidence that
the gears and methods utilized are valid.

Observation #2 (Beth)
2008 as the Beginning Year of the Apocalypse
We could try to find the date of the Apocalypse by using either the 5based system or the familiar 7-based system. To me, it seems more
reasonable to use the 5-based system because the Apocalypse will take
place during the 5-based 50-year Jubilee Gear (Daniel’s 70th Week in
the 5-based system) that falls between 1968 and 2018. (See Chapter
7.) Furthermore, I have established the endpoints of humanity’s 7,000
years of history by using the 5-based system, too.
So to determine the approximate time for the second appearance of the
Messiah, which occurs after the Apocalypse has ended, I counted
backwards from AD 3017, the end of the Teth Age using two 483 year
gears associated with the Messiah’s (second) appearance. (The year
3018 begins the Jod Age.) Thirty-five (35) years must be added to the
amount to be subtracted because the 7,000-Year Table of Human
History shows five (5) cycles of 490 years from 518 BC, which need to
be converted to our time by adding seven (7) years for each cycle.
Since the conversion factor of 35 years can be added anywhere within
the 3,500 years between 518 BC and 3018 AD, we add it here even
though we are using only two (2) gears of 483 years.
Counting backwards always makes any projection more difficult because
if you have the wrong date in the future, anything else would be wrong
too. The gears simply would not mesh. The calculation for the second
appearance of Jesus as the conquering King of Kings looks like this:
AD

3017 - 966 (2 x 483 gears) - 35 =

AD

2016

Jesus personally comes sometime after the end of the Apocalypse. (See
Chapter 5 beginning with the section, The Unprepared Virgins.) The
calculation of the year 2016 for the appearance of the Messiah confirms
my end date for the Apocalypse because 1 January 2016 falls just ten
days after 21 December 2015. If we subtract seven (7) years from
2016, we come to an estimated starting year for the Apocalypse of
2009. My predication is for 21 December 2008, so a ten day variance or
difference is needed to push the actual start to the closing days of
2008.
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To find the missing ten (10) days buried between the 3,500 year cycles,
the secular solar calendar is corrected by adding one additional day for
every 400 years. This is the super-leap year to make up for the fact
that the earth does not revolve around the sun in exactly 365 and one
quarter days. When we divide 400 into 3,500 years, we arrive at 8.75
days that must be inserted in order to properly adjust the calendar.
This narrows the accuracy of my prediction down to within a day and a
few hours over the course of 3,500 years! It gets better. Counting nine
(8.75 rounded = 9) days back from January 1, 2016 brings us to 22
December 2015, which is the winter solstice as well as being correct to
within one day over the course of 3,500 years!
So here we have yet one more reason that the 7-year Apocalypse and
the 7,000-Year Table of Human history scales align perfectly. This is
why I can safely predict that the Apocalypse will begin on: 21 December
2008.
So, do we trust the emerging prophetic clock with meshing gears? Or do
we remain skeptics with our own personal feelings and/or ideas about
the Apocalypse? I have found many Christian’s books full of uncertain
speculation presented as evidence.
The Bible is not uncertain, but our thinking about it can be. This is why
we must seek out additional, self-verifying evidence in the Bible that
witness to the accuracy of our possibly flawed ideas about the
Apocalypse. I have carefully done that in these books. Even so, I am
constantly testing my ideas as I learn more. Reading my books is an
opportunity to test your own ideas with the same objectivity.

Observation #3 (Gimel)
21 December 2008 - the Day the Apocalypse Begins
Two periods of 1,715 years each appear at the beginning of the 7,000Year Table of Human History: 4018-2303 BC and 2303-588 BC. These
two 1,715 year gears overlay the first 7 of twelve 490-year cycles of
the Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio for the 7,000 years of human history. The
1,715 years must be converted in order to forecast a specific date to
overlay this time period with the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse.
Specifically, we are going to overlay the seven 490-year cycles of
human history with the seven years of the Apocalypse: one year to a
cycle. It is like the big Russian Egg within a smaller egg. Because they
have the same structural appearance, one can rationally calibrate their
respective scales of time so that they can be compared by overlaying or
aligning the number and sequence of historic or prophetic events. This
(11-14-2005) Chapter 9, page 6 of 40
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methodology reveals other aspects of the internal relationships that
exist between the prophesied or historical events found within their
separately formed contexts. The positional relationships contribute to
our understanding of the future.
The Bible confirms the idea of calibrating time along different but
consistent scales when it says that a thousand years are like a day
before the Lord. (2Peter 3:8 NRSV) Here I am going to treat one year as
a day, so two times 1,715 (years to days) comes out to 3,430 days. To
convert from these Hebrew calendar days to our solar days, we multiply
1,715 by 1.0145 to come up with 3,480 days.
When we count these 3,480 days backward from 30 June 2018 (17
Tammuz 5778), we arrive at a beginning date for the Apocalypse of
21 December 2008, which is also the eve of Hanukah, 24 Kislev
5769. This date is also the first solstice in the Apocalypse’s calendar of
events. This winter solstice is the longest night in the northern
hemisphere.
The 17th of Tammuz was picked to count backward from through the
application of several overlays that take the 12 major Jewish festival
and fast days into account. What is especially amazing about 21
December 2008 is that it is a solstice. A solstice or an equinox is a
cosmic day: it is not a day that we can move around so that it will fit
other data.

Observation #4 (Daleth) –
Another Verification of 21 December 2008
According to my methodology, there should be some similarity of
spiritual significance, or other meaningful correlation, between the
major events of these parallel periods with the Hebrew Alphabet
Number System’s symbolic values. The alignment of events in the 9th or
Teth position needs to express the common theme of “new life” in order
to confirm the dating methodology of the Apocalypse.
To test the validity of dividing the Great Apocalypse into 12 periods, I
overlaid them with the 12 cycles of humanity’s 7,000-year history. We
should find events of related significance when we align the 9th Cycle of
the 7,000-Year Table of Human History (28 BC to 498 AD) with the 9th
Period of the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse (22 August 2013 to 21
March 2014), we discover that they match exactly like a small Russian
Egg fitting within the big one.
In the big egg (the Bible) we note that the birth of Jesus Christ (1 BC)
occurred after the beginning of the 9th Cycle of the 7,000-Year Table of
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Human History. The number 9 is Teth in the Hebrew Alphabet Number
System. It indicates "new life.” Jesus Christ proclaimed that He is life:
through faith in Him alone comes eternal life by grace to everyone who
is willing to ask. So this cycle expresses the beginning of a new spiritual
reality on earth.
To overlay this 9th Cycle of human history with the 9th Period of the 7Year Table of the Apocalypse, we will count forward 1,715 days from 21
December 2008 until we arrive at Thursday, 26 September 2013, which
is the eighth (Cheth, “fenced in” or “new beginning, new creation”) or
last great day of the fall festival season called the Eighth Assembly
(Shemini Azeret), 22 Tishri 5774.
On this last day of the Sukkoth festival season Jesus stood in the
Temple and taught that He was the true bread come down from
Heaven. He opened himself as the only (8 = 2 x 4 Daleth, door) way to
receive the waters of eternal life (the New Creation in the Holy Spirit).
He called on all who believed to come to Him without fear of being
unsatisfied. (John 7:32-39) Thus, this festival, by Jesus’ own words,
reminds believers of His promises and purpose to enable new life (9 =
Teth or “new life”) to be born in the souls of a dying world.
Our purpose is to prove that these different sets of events in overlaying
time segments share a specific harmonizing relationship. The beginning
and end points of the Apocalypse align with those of the twelve 490year cycles of human history’s 7,000 years. Scaled down to seven (7)
years, I have given the Apocalypse a parallel structure by dividing it
into 12 periods of 213 days or seven months each. The 1,715 gear
clearly intersects with an event recalling “new life” during the 9th Period
of the Apocalypse. Will it bring us to the “new life” event of Jesus’ birth
when applied to the 9th Cycle of human history?
Although the year of Jesus’ birth is not firmly established, the Hebrew
Alphabet Number System would favor a date of 1 BC. At first it looked
like there was a small discrepancy because Jesus’ birth year falls too
early. It looks like 1 BC would equate to falling 1,704 days from the
beginning of the 9th Cycle of history. While 1,704 days may equate to
eight periods of 213 days, it is still eleven days short of 1,715 that is
needed to demonstrate positional alignment relative to the starting
points of the aligned time segments (9th Cycle with 9th Period).
However, if we look closely at the 7,000-Year Table of Human History,
we notice there are a few extra years at the beginning of the 9th Cycle.
From 28 BC, the beginning of the 9th Cycle, to 1 BC is a total of twentyseven years, which is 5.5 percent of 490. Remember, the number 490
is the total number of years found in a standard cycle of the 7,000-Year
Table of Human History. If we apply that same 5.5 percent to the
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typical 213-day period of 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse, the
calculation works out to a little over eleven (11) days - exactly the right
number needed to add to 1,704 to equal 1,715 days. Thus, the 9th
Cycle and the 9th Period of these two different tables align perfectly.
We expected to find” new life” in the Teth or 9th time unit, and we find it
in both. Not only do we find corresponding “new life” events in each 9th
position, we also find precise corresponding relationships relative to the
start of each unit. This precise alignment between 7,000-Year Table of
Human History and the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse provides further
proof that we predicted the dates of the Apocalypse accurately.
Restated, the 1,715 day gear intersects on 26 September 2013 when
counted from 21 December 2008 confirming the 213 day length for one
7-year Apocalypse time period because the 9th Period of the Great
Apocalypse precisely coincides in position and meaning with the 9th
Cycle of the 7,000-Year Table of Human History. Again, we have an
example of diverse gears meshing perfectly.
A closer look at the date 26 September 2013 reveals another
correlation. There is an equinox date three days earlier on 23
September 2013. I puzzled over its placement and so I compared it
with the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse. This is what I found.
Jesus Christ lay in the tomb three days and three nights after which He
rose. His resurrection exemplifies “new life” like nothing else can. When
the Apocalypse ends on the solstice day of 21 December 2015, there
remain these same three days that follow it until we reach the eve of
His traditional birthday, which will also signify “continued new life.”
Thus, the Apocalypse is framed within solstice and equinox dates
because it belongs to the age of Cheth - (enclosed, surrounded)
indicating a cycle of judgments. But three days later follows the new
age of Teth – “new life.” The symbolism of the Hebrew Alphabet
Number System is embedded everywhere I search, and I keep finding
new examples of it.

Observation #5 (Heh) Forecasting the Middle of the Apocalypse
The table of the Mini-Apocalypse is built on twelve (12) prophetic
Scripture references. It exists like a smaller Russian Egg within the
Twelve Periods of the Great Apocalypse table. The 12 prophecies of the
Mini-Apocalypse overlap in parallel: 7 of the prophecies come from the
book of Daniel and 5 of them come from the Book of Revelation written
five hundred years later by the Apostle John.
(11-14-2005) Chapter 9, page 9 of 40
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Notice the 7:5 ratio. This appearance of the Bible’s Rosetta Stone ratio
indicates how important these 12 prophesies are, and that is why I
gave the period of time they dominate its own name, the MiniApocalypse. Remember, the number seven (7) indicates "divine
perfection" and the number five (5) points to Heh "the other side.”

The Mini-Apocalypse
(4 DECEMBER 2011 - 17 SEPTEMBER 2015)

6

22 NOVEMBER 2011

*7
8
9
10
11

22
22
22
22
22
22

12

21 March

21 JUNE 2012

JUNE 2012
*21 December
21 JANUARY 2013
JANUARY 2013
21 AUGUST 2013
AUGUST 2013
21 MARCH 2014
MARCH 2014
21 OCTOBER 2014
OCTOBER 2014
21 MAY 2015
MAY 2015
Mini-Apocalypse ends 17 SEPTEMBER 2015
Great Apocalypse ends 21 DECEMBER 2015

7,000-Year/7-Year Overlay
We can only look at prophetic events through the prophetic telescope of
the biblical prophets’ recorded visions. What they see does not flow
chronologically. Prophecy from God comes from the Heh dimension
where time is meaningless; therefore, prophetic events usually have
more than one chronological setting. Most commonly there is a near-inthe-future event, which may have already been fulfilled, and a far-inthe-future event yet to be fulfilled. Elsewhere, I have given the example
of seeing a series of mountaintops without seeing or knowing the size of
the chronological valleys between them.
The relatively far vision perspective of the Apocalypse is placed in the
13th railroad station of the 7,000-Year Table of Human History. The
Great Apocalypse has thirteen (13) biblical references to dated events
within its 7 years duration. Twelve (12) of these biblical references will
take place during the shorter Mini-Apocalypse that falls within the Great
Apocalypse.
These 13 prophecies from Daniel and John focus on what will happen to
the Jewish people and Israel during the Great Apocalypse. Also, they all
overlay with the 7,000-Year Table of Human History as indicated by the
period numbers in the left column next to the dates. To determine the
dates of the Apocalypse, we will piggyback our predictions alongside
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Israel's timetable, because they are connected, like the two rails of the
prophetic railroad track.
Because Daniel 9:24-27 presents three separate prophetic events, the
total number of apocalyptic vision references given by the Bible comes
to fourteen (14) as shown in the 12th Period Table – A Micro Egg, the 7Year Table of the Apocalypse and the 7,000-Year Table of Human
History. There are eight (8) references of three and one-half prophetic
years (which is also written as forty-two months, 1,260 days or a three
times and a half time) out of a total of fourteen (14) prophecies. The
proportion of 8 references out of 14 follows the Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio.
This ratio is repeated in the Mini-Apocalypse with its total of twelve (12)
references, seven (7) from Daniel and five (5) from Revelation.
To recapture the list of apocalyptic prophecies, Daniel has seven (7)
plus two (2) for a total of nine (9) references. When added to John's
five references, we get a total of fourteen. However, Daniel mentions 5
time periods during the Mini-Apocalypse that extend beyond the 1,260
days (1,278 of our days). These references have special significance.
The Mini-Apocalypse has eleven (11) events that all start on the same
date, 4 January 2012, which is Wednesday, 9 Tevet 5772. The Jewish
Fast of Tevet, the Tenth Month, recalls terrible historical events that
took place on the 8th, 9th and 10th days of Tevet. Here again it is
prophetically consistent with history. This date falls in the second month
of the 6th Period of the Great Apocalypse, which begins the MiniApocalypse. Eleven references “Judgment” or “Disorder” – just as
Noah’s Flood started in the second month, too.
Daniel 12:11 gives one special period of 1,290 days, which is #12 on
the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse. I believe that it will begin thirty
(30) days before the 1,260 day periods begin, intersecting at 4
December 2011, which is in the first month of the 6th Period and begins
the Mini-Apocalypse. These prophecies are best illustrated in the
Twelfth Period Table – A Micro Egg.
What we see here again reminds us of Noah’s Flood. Noah and his
family entered the ark on the 1st day of the 1st month. From all over the
world God brought animals to the ark. The Bible does not say when the
animals began their journey, but it does say they arrived from the time
of Noah’s entry into the ark until the 10th day of the 2nd month when the
LORD shut the door of the ark behind them. Seven days later on the
17th day of the 2nd month, the rains began, and the “fountains of the
great deep burst open.” (Genesis 7:1-17) I believe that this last
reference describes the greatest earthquake in the earth’s history to the
present. It may well have been triggered by the impact of an asteroid.
(11-14-2005) Chapter 9, page 11 of 40
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God knew from before human realization that our present Hebrew
calendar would require the insertion of the leap month, Adar II, during
the 6th Period (2011) of the 7-year Great Apocalypse. To correct for this
thirty (30) day difference, Daniel was told of a 1,290-day prophecy - #1
in the table, Daniel 12:11.
Can this be mere coincidence? Think about it. Daniel was told over
2,500 years ago that there would be a leap year month of thirty days
(Adar II) added during the year when Israel’s great tribulation began!
Could He or anyone living when the Bible was written know that? No!
But God did from the beginning of time.
What else has God predetermined from the beginning? What does this
Creator God of Israel know about you? Will you let Him get to know
you? Will you cease rebellion now so that you can enter into His divine
life now and avoid this conflict with Him?
The number eleven (11), for the 11 prophecies that begin on 4 January
2012 (9 Tevet 5722), by itself delivers the message of "judgment and
disorder." These 11 prophecies refer to or are connected with the
desecration and destruction of the Temple. The 13 prophecies together
refer to the "rebellion" in the heavenly Heh dimension.
Nine (Teth=“new life”) of these prophecies end on 17 Tammuz 5775 (4
July 2015) signifying that the unrestrained era of evil has ended on that
date. It will seem triumphant at the time, but in truth the MiniApocalypse draws to a close soon there after on 17 September 2015 short of the full 7 years so that there will be a “new life” remnant of
humanity to populate the millennial age that follows.
John's 5 references to the period of 1,260 days, plus Daniel's 3, make a
total of eight (8) prophecies that start at the same time and end at the
same time. (3½ years is equal to 1,260 days, or 42 months, or "time,
times and half a time.") This makes a total of 8 (Cheth) references to
the 3½ times period and 5 (Heh) references to a period a little longer
than 3½ times or biblical years (that is, either 75 days or 30 days
longer in solar adjusted years).
Together there are 13 prophecies for the “rebellion” and “depravity” of
the Apocalypse. Eight (8=Chet, “closed in”) that date the beginning of
and duration of the predetermined, limited time of 1,260 days for worst
of the Mini-Apocalypse. Five prophecies (5=Heh, “the other side”) point
to the end of the Great Tribulation and the blessings beyond, which is
the purpose and promise of Heaven.
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News Headlines for the Apocalyptic Prophecies
Scheduled Dates of the

Mini–Apocalypse
3½ years
Zayin Age

Cheth Age

Teth Age

6,000 years

7 years

1,000 years

6th Period

to 12th Period

Reference

From Date

To Date

# days

1

Rev.12:14

4 January 2012

4 July 2015

1,260

2

Rev.12:6

4 January 2012

4 July 2015

1,260

3

Rev.13:5

4 January 2012

4 July 2015

1,260

4

Rev.11:2

4 January 2012

4 July 2015

1,260

5

Rev.11:3

4 January 2012

4 July 2015

1,260

6

Daniel 7:25

4 January 2012

4 July 2015

1,260

7

Daniel 9:27

4 January 2012

4 July 2015

1,260

8

Daniel 12:7

4 January 2012

4 July 2015

1,260

9

Daniel 12:7

4 January 2012

24 May 2018

Minus a
season

10

Daniel 8:14

4 January 2012

24 May 2018

2,300

11

Daniel 12:12

4 January 2012

18 Sept. 2015

1,335

12

Daniel 12:11

4 December 2011

4 July 2015

1,290

13

Daniel 9:27

21 December 2008

21 December 2015

7 years

14

Daniel 12:7

518 BC

3018 AD

3,500
years

These 14 prophecies also appear as timelines on the 12th Period Table:
1. Revelation 12:14: God says that He will take care of the
woman (Israel) for "time, times and half a time." Israel has the
assurance that they will survive odds stacked a 1,000 times
against them for their destruction. Because this promise is
mentioned in both the near vision and the far vision, God
wants us to understand and make no mistake in the certainty
of survival for His covenant people.
2. Revelation 12:6: We have here the second witness of God’s
promise to Abraham to preserve his descendants. In
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accordance with His plans for the nation Israel, God will take
care of "the woman" (Israel) for 1,260 days – to save a
significant remnant out of the midst of major destruction in the
Middle East.
3. Revelation 13:5: The beast (ten-nation EU system) utters
blasphemies for forty-two (42) months. The endtime
civilization will degenerate into the total tyranny of a godless
dictatorship. Basic Christian values and ethics will be
dismantled and crushed. Hatred will intensify and destroy any
remnant of family relationships. This civilization will sink to the
lowest point possible - just like the generation of Noah’s time,
which was called continually evil.
4. Revelation 11:2: The city of Jerusalem will be trampled under
for forty-two (42) months (1,260 days) by Gentile NATO
military forces.
5. Revelation 11:3: Two witnesses will prophesy for 1,260 days.
This will be a last call for repentance to a corrupt society. Their
ministry will result in thousands coming to the Kingdom of
God. Hundreds of thousands of Israeli citizens will be
converted to the true Messiah Yeshua - Jesus Christ. This will
be one of the greatest awakenings ever recorded in Jewish
history. God’s Holy Spirit will indwell the new converts who
boldly proclaim the love of God against the background of the
highest persecution. This movement will not be silenced or
snuffed out by satanic forces.
6. Daniel 7:25: Within the Mini-Apocalypse of three years, the
saints (the true Christian church) and Jews will be intensely
persecuted by the European government as represented by
the beast for "time, times and half a time" (3½ years) or
1,260 days. This prophecy ends with the Antichrist’s dominion
being taken away from him and given to the saints of the God
of Israel who will rule over the nations forever.
7. Daniel 9:27: The newly instituted daily sacrifices at the
Temple will cease in the middle of the Apocalypse on Sunday,
4 December 2011, due to unusual events happening around
Jerusalem. This verse is cross-referenced with the next
paragraph. On 21 March 2012 Antichrist breaks the 7-year
covenant of peace He had made with Israel in 2009.
8. Daniel 12:7: The shattering of the holy people will come to an
end after 1,260 days. For almost three and a half years
Israelis will have been hunted down and murdered, but this
scattering to save everyone’s life will come to an end in a
(11-14-2005) Chapter 9, page 14 of 40
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"time, times and half a time." In his last attempts to forever
wipe out the Jews and the saints, Satan will destroy the
Temple in Jerusalem on 25 July 2015 (9 Av 5775). This date
coincides with the second Jewish fast day.
In the 7-based system, this vision applies to the Cheth Age of
the Mini-Apocalypse. The word shattering means that Israel's
citizens must escape into the mountains and desert regions to
join with the surviving Israeli armed forces. There will be a
massive flight from an Islamic mob gone crazy. It will be a
horrible battle that the Israelis will not win.
On 4 September 2015, God's anger will be aroused, and He will
intervene by releasing the greatest earthquake ever to rock
the earth in order to save Israel. This miracle will rank with the
Flood as one of the biggest miracles in all of history.
9. Daniel 7:12: ("a season and a time" NRSV). See explanation in
Observation #10. Two concepts are indicated here: a "season"
and a "time.” Each period is a different length. That is why
Daniel made the distinction. It indicates the end of the “beast”
time 1,260 days after the assassination of the EU president.
10. Daniel 8:14: A new sanctuary will be consecrated 2,300
days after the beginning of the Mini-Apocalypse on 4 January
2012. The foundation of the Fourth Temple will be laid about
24 May 2018. Four days prior, all of Israel will have celebrated
the Feast of Weeks (6 Sivan 5778) also called Pentecost. I am
sure this holiday will be extended for a new national holiday
for the future. Observation #8 tells more about this.
11. Daniel 12:12: This verse refers to a time of blessing for
those who will survive the Apocalypse. Officially the Apocalypse
will be over on 21 December 2015, 9 Tevet 5776 – the Fast
of the Tenth Month. However, the Bible says that the allocated
time will be cut short because of the severity of persecution, so
by the end of these 1,335 days on 18 September 2015,
the Apocalypse is basically over. The survivors will then begin
to gather together and return home. (Matthew 24:22; Isaiah
11:11-16)
Previously, by Friday, 4 September 2015 (19 Elul 5775) the
four death angels will have killed one third of the world’s
remaining population. Passing over Israel at the same time,
millions of annually migrating birds will arrive to eat the dead
bodies lying around Jerusalem. These bodies will be the
remains of the armies that had attacked Israel and Jerusalem.
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These birds will be on their migration route and will “just
happen” to be there at the right time to fulfill prophecy.
Friday, 18 September 2015 (5 Tishri 5776) is two days after
the Fast of Gedaliah on Wednesday, 16 September 2015 (3
Tishri 5776). Five days later on 23 September (10 Tishri) Yom
Kippur is celebrated perhaps for the first time as a feast
instead of a fast. (Zechariah 8:19)
12. Daniel 12:11: The 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse shows
the start of this 1,290 day prophecy in the first month of the
6th Period (Sunday, 8 Kislev 5772 or 4 December 2011). This
day starts the Mini-Apocalypse as Antichrist terminates the
daily sacrifice offered at the Temple.
About a year later this man, the President of the EU, will be
assassinated. After three days He will regain life because Satan
will indwell and resuscitate Antichrist’s dead body by his
presence after being cast out from Heaven on 21 December
2012. To convince the world that He is the resurrected
Messiah, an abomination will be placed in the Temple, which
will be some kind of personal image. It will offend the Jewish
people in the grossest way possible. The satanically indwelled
Antichrist will demand to be worshiped as the resurrected
Messiah. This event is also confirmed in the Aztec and Chinese
calendars.
13. Daniel 9:27: Daniel’s 70th Week in the 7-based system
provides the 7-year parameter for the total length of the Great
Apocalypse. For more discussion about this floating prophetic
week of 7 years, see Chapter 7.
14. Daniel 9:24: This verse has another application that could
apply from the perspective of the 5-based system. In the 5based system one prophetic week equals 50 years, thus a
"time, times and half a time” would refer to 3,500 years. This
5-based perspective connects the end of the Jewish people’s
Babylonian captivity in 518 BC with Satan’s last rebellion just
before the end of the millennium at AD 3018. Now Satan finally
comes to the appointed time of his permanent destruction.
(Revelation 20:7-10) See also Chapter 7.
These two aligned and overlying prophetic events from one
verse again demonstrate an important principle of prophetic
interpretation. Like mountain peaks with hidden valleys, here
we can see a near fulfillment and a far-off in the future
fulfillment in God’s plan with an unseen period of time between
them. The near event will take place during the Apocalypse,
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and the more future second occurs at the end of the millennial
Teth Age.
Here is a summary of the Mini-Apocalypse’s traumatic, earth-shattering
events as prophesied by Daniel and John:
1. On 21 December 2012 Satan will be cast out from Heaven
and his dominion on earth will probably end on the third fast,
the Fast of Gedaliah, on 16 September 2015, which coincides
with the final purging of the earth by the four death angels.
(Revelation 12:7)
2. The official end of the world’s Babylonian evil economic,
religious and governmental system will be observed on 21
December 2015. All evil people and angels will have been
eliminated. They will have no place in God’s kingdom since
they would only cause trouble. According to the sheep-goat
selection process, God will have decided who will live and who
will be removed from the earth by death.
3. After the end of the Apocalypse, the First Resurrection of the
dead will take place. My best guess is this will probably happen
on 24 December 2015, but "no one knows the time."
4. Jesus Christ will be crowned King of Kings. I believe that this
event will coincide with the Jewish Jubilee in 2018.
5. A new world government will be established by 2018.
6. At the second coming of the Lord, God’s eternal city, the
heavenly Jerusalem, will be placed in orbit around the earth
like a second moon suspended over her earthly counterpart.
7. Israel will be elevated to the place of prominence among the
nations in order to honor God on earth. Centered in the Temple
at Jerusalem, the Israelites will teach God’s laws around the
globe and become the timekeeper again (2018-3018).
In just a few short years Israel will suffer its last hate-based holocaust,
which the Bible refers to as "Jacob's Trouble." (Jeremiah 30:7) This
time of terrible trial is popularly referred to as the Apocalypse by many
Christians. When it is over, God will instigate a final re-gathering of any
remaining children of Jacob from the four corners of the earth. He also
promised to preserve a remnant of the Gentiles, just as He did in the
days of Noah's Flood in order to repopulate the earth. But unlike the
Flood, not everything or everyone will be destroyed because God will be
more lenient and merciful this time around.
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Many Christians around the world have worked for social justice and
concern for the poor. They have tried to eliminate misery despite much
opposition and persecution. Christians have always been first to help in
disasters around the world, and they did not shrink away even when
many where assassinated by religious extremists. They are the salt in a
corrupt world and a light of hope to the needy.
The Apocalypse will end Islamic hatred and confusion about the true
God of Abraham, Isaac and Ishmael. This will be a direct result of
Satan’s imprisonment in a special abyss until after the millennium. All of
his false religions and worldly philosophies will be terminated.

Observation #6 (Waw) The Middle of the Apocalypse and the Return of the
Shekinah to the Fourth Temple
Waw in Hebrew means “connect.” Through the Hebrew Alphabet
Number System, I discovered a very unusual connection between the
Apocalypse and the Lord Jesus Christ’s last days on earth. Using my
research methods, I determined that the crucifixion took place in 33 AD.
By the Sunday morning after the crucifixion, Jesus had already risen
from the dead because Scripture states that He would be in the
underworld of Hades only three days and nights. After 40 days of
appearances to His friends and over 500 witnesses, Jesus visibly
ascended through the clouds into Heaven. Two angels told the disciples
that Jesus would return “in the same way as you have watched Him to
into Heaven.” (Acts 1:9-11)
As one might expect, the disciples had a few last questions just before
Jesus left. They had seen Jesus pass through walls and disappear at
will. His body had been transformed into the immortal resurrected
substance of the Heh dimension. Certainly He could now “come in the
clouds” as prophesied by Daniel. Would He do so as He had declared
that He would at His trial? (Daniel 7:13-14; Matthew 26:64)
But Jesus said that it was not for the disciples to “know times or epochs
which the Father has fixed by His own authority.” (Acts 1:7) Instead,
Jesus promised them the power of Holy Spirit so that they could be true
witnesses of the gospel throughout the world.
Sent to Jerusalem by Jesus’ last words, the disciples had to wait ten
more days because God is a master of timing. Jesus did not just give
them the power by breathing on them in the Upper Room, nor did He
bless them with it at His ascent. God as the Three-in-One waited for the
right moment on the right day, the Jewish feast of Weeks or Pentecost.
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On that day God made a down payment on His promise to establish His
kingdom on earth: the out-pouring of His Holy Spirit. (Acts 2:1-13) To
the Jewish people, the Feast of Weeks or Pentecost commemorates the
giving of the Ten Commandments on Mount Sinai: it is the Word of God
expressed in the form of commandments to guide one’s life. At that
eventful Pentecost of 33 AD, the Holy Spirit as the Living Word was
given to empower the faithful to life eternal.
The Holy Spirit is a perfect force only capable of activity in conformance
with the will of the Father and the Son. The Holy Spirit comes to dwell
within a new believer. By His presence a believer is enabled to obey
God as He or she is guided through this life in Jesus’ absence. The
indwelling Spirit and obedience to the Bible work together to transform
the new creation within us into the fullness of Christ. You should read
all about that event in the Bible to get informed.
Lord, is this the time when you will restore the kingdom to Israel?
(Acts 1:6 NRSV)
He answered:
It is not for you to know the times or periods that the Father has set
by his own authority. (Acts 1:7 NRSV)
When I read these verses my mind reflects on what lies behind the
obvious, external story. I look through the telescope of Bible prophecy
to find hidden meanings. Usually, I see at least two mountain peaks.
This verse addresses two questions:
1. Foremost is the expectation of Israel’s restoration under the
Messiah in the Daleth dimension, and
2. Second is the expectation of the arrival on earth of the Kingdom
of God representing the Heh dimension.
Sure enough, I recognized two dates tightly bound together like the two
rails of a railroad track. Israel’s hope for thousands of years has been
that they would again be a kingdom with their own king like David.
There are many prophecies about such a kingdom ruled by a
descendant of King David, the Messiah. This was the messianic concept
in the minds of the disciples when they learned that Jesus, who they
thought was the fulfillment of that ancient hope, would soon leave
them.
After the fact of the resurrection the disciples had no doubt that Jesus
was the promised Messiah and Son of God. Their hopes were not
dashed, but neither had their understanding of the coming kingdom
changed, so their question was “when” and not “if” or “who.”
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When the question was asked, it presented a little difficulty for the Lord
to answer. In the disciples’ question about the future restoration of the
kingdom of Israel, I saw through the far and near prophetic lenses that
their question and the answer must connect (Waw) with the Temple.
Religious life in Israel cannot be separated from God’s chosen place of
worship for them. For this reason dates surrounding events at the
Temple have always been important chronological markers in God’s
plan for humanity. Gentiles, the other nations, do not have that
problem. For the Jewish people the Temple is where the spiritual
eternity of the Heh dimension connects with the material temporality of
the Daleth dimension.
First-century Christians could not understand the plan of God for the
ages because the Bible was not yet complete. Today, not only do we
have the book of Revelation, but we also have the perspective of being
able to look back at history. In particular we have events such the
return of the Jewish people to their land and the liberation of Jerusalem
in 1967.
These two events of recent history provide important new facts
unavailable to the early disciples that make it possible for us to
now estimate when the Apocalypse will begin and end, as well
as some other future dates. The cuckoo clock gears are fixed and
embedded in Scripture, and only through this methodology of gears,
cycles and overlaid alignment, can we determine the future dates of
events prophesied to take place during the Apocalypse with some
degree of certainty.
Let’s identify the two mountain peaks. The plural form of time ("times")
indicates two thousand years. Adding two thousand years to the date of
Jesus Christ's last day on earth in May of 33 AD (or AD 33.366), brings
us to (2000 x 33.366 = 2033.366). Multiplying 2033.366 by the
conversion factor of 1.0145 (to convert 360-day Hebrew years to our
365.24-day years) brings us to 2062.849. The fraction .849 converts to
310 days, which is ten months. When I add it to May, I come to the
month of October 2062.
Interestingly, 1 Tishri 5823 (Rosh Hashanah, the Feast of Trumpets,
the first day of the Hebrew civil year) falls on 5 October 2062. I
believe that this date marks the possible return of the Shekinah – the
return of God’s presence to the newly completed Fourth Temple. If so, it
would mean that it will take 44 years (2062 – 2018 = 44 years) to
finish building the temple complex so that it will be able to receive the
millions of tourists who will come to observe the Feast of Tabernacles
from around the world. (Zechariah 14:16)
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The Fourth Temple complex in the millennial Jerusalem will be far
bigger in size than the Vatican is today. It will be a city within a city for
the world travelers who come to see the Temple and worship Yahweh,
the God of the universe. Herod’s Second Temple had been under
construction for 46 years at the start of Jesus’ ministry and was still not
complete. (John 2:21) In fact it took over 80 years to complete the
construction of the Second Temple, which gives us an indication that 44
years of construction for the Fourth Temple is not farfetched.
If you look at the 12th Period Table you will notice that Daniel’s
prophesied 2,300 days begins on 4 January 2012 during the 6th Period
of the 7-year Great Apocalypse. The 2,300 days will end in May of
2018. I believe that this is the date when the first foundation stone will
be placed for the Fourth Temple. This is the month of our secular year
when the feast of Pentecost normally occurs. Thus, just as the giving of
the Ten Commandments and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit are
foundation stones in the spiritual temple that God is building, so it
seems likely that the material foundation stone of the Fourth Temple
will be laid on that day. The last stone will be put into place prior to 5
October 2062. To learn more about what happens when the Shekinah
glory of God enters that new temple, read Chapter 9 in Apocalypse
Prophesied.
Let’s return to the near vision peak and connect it to the disciples’
question, “Will you now restore the kingdom to Israel?” Again we are
dealing with events concerning the Temple, and these events always
connect to other dates.
From 5 October 2062, the completion date of the Fourth Temple, we
must now count back a 50 year Jubilee or restoration gear. It brings us
to October 2012 (October 2062 - 50 = October 2012). October 2012
falls within the 7th Period of the Great Apocalypse. It comes after the
beginning of the Mini-Apocalypse and shortly before 21 December
2012, when Satan is cast out of the heavenlies.
As the Mini-Apocalypse persecutions against the Israelis and faithful
believers steadily intensify from the 6th Period, many will ask the same
vital question once voiced by Jesus’ first disciples, “When?” Remember,
hopeful expectations of many religious Jews had risen when the Third
Temple was built. But Antichrist will stop the ritual sacrifices in the
Temple. Once again in history, Jewish hopes will be crushed when the
Temple is violated during the 6th Period of the Apocalypse. Tens of
thousands of Israelis will be butchered by international wars and Muslim
mobs.
Anciently, Jesus answered this question of “when” through the lens of
the far-view vision that only the Father knows the hour, yet God will
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establish the kingdom as scheduled. The day approaches. Two more
months and we will arrive at dead center of the Apocalypse – 21
December 2012, which is point in the 7,000-year plan when God’s
kingdom is born in the Heh dimension. From then on the heavens are
purged of all rebellious evil angels.
Following my analogy of the placenta, Satan’s presence in the Second
Heaven is removed and cast down to earth. Since the Heh dimension
does not have clocks, Jesus could not give you an hour for the birth of
the Kingdom of God, which is another reason why “only the father
knows.” But the railroad system has a schedule in the Daleth dimension
so that we can project the planned points in time when the events
linked to the coming Kingdom of Heaven intersect with our Daleth
dimension timeline. From the beginning, this system of clock gears was
incorporated into the cosmic calendar as marked by solstices, equinoxes
and the rest of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System so that Jesus
could not tell us the date for the birth of the Kingdom of Heaven. We
need the mirror image of the Daleth dimension to find the date in
Heaven because we do have clocks here on earth.

Observation #7 (Zayin) Forecasting the Two Apocalypses (21 December 2012)
The Bible teaches that one Apocalypse will occur in Heaven and another
one on earth. Both will take place during the 7th Period of the 7-Year
Table of the Apocalypse (23 June 2012 to 21 January 2013).
The Bible prophesies a time when there will be war in Heaven and
Satan will be cast out with all the fallen angels who followed him. On
the Daleth clock, this event (or cuckoo) will take place on the 1st day of
the 7th month of the 7th Period of the Apocalypse, which is 21 December
2012. (Revelation 12:7)
The war in Heaven aligns with the 7th Cycle of the 7,000-Year Table of
Human History (588 BC), where it parallels the time when the Jewish
Temple was destroyed by Babylon in 588 BC. Here is another example of
a perfect overlay between these two tables. This particular solstice date
can be further verified by information from the Aztec, Chinese and
Hebrew cultures.

Information from the Aztec Culture
The Aztec Calendar has existed for approximately 5,125 years – since
before Noah's flood. This calendar ends on a precise date in the future.
The ancient Aztecs predicted that a serpent will come to earth and their
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world will end on 21 December 2012, so there was no reason for the
calendar to continue beyond it.
In the 7th Period of the Apocalypse (22 June 2012 to 21 January 2013),
the 1st day of the 7th month is 21 December 2012. This day is the
precise date predicted by the Aztec calendar for the world to end. An
absolute bull's-eye! Let me reiterate. This special calendar date
intersects with the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse at only one point in
history - at the first day of the seventh month of the 7th Period of the
Great Apocalypse. The fact that many independent calculations and
sources overlay on this date alone proves that we are dealing with
divine forces of prophecy beyond our imagination and control.
Notice the numbers here: 7th month of the 7th Period (7x7=49) plus the
1st day equals 50, which is Heh raised to a higher level (5x10). Even
when we add the digits of 2012, we get 2+0+1+2=5. Combined
together, they become strong indicators of all having come from the
“other side.”

Information from the Chinese Culture
The Chinese believe that birthdays have cosmic influence. Chinese
chronological records date back to approximately 2637 BC, which is
before the date of Noah's Flood. The Chinese Zodiac is as old as the
Hebrew Scriptures, and the two contain many similarities. Both
traditions state that the laws of the universe are predetermined and
contain a design structure. As history enfolds, it follows a path of
planned arrangements.
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Animal
Ox
Tiger
Rabbit
Dragon
Snake
Horse
Sheep
Monkey
Cock
Dog
Boar
Rat

Characteristics
Bright, Inspiring
Aggressive
Peaceful, Affectionate
Eccentric, Complex
Vain, High Tempered
Attractive, Impassioned
Creative, Elegant
Enthusiastic
Pioneering, Knowledgeable
Loyal, Honest
Noble, Filled with Strife
Ambitious
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The Chinese Zodiac1 consists of 12 cycles, starting with an ox—similar
to the Hebrew Alphabet Number System, which starts with Aleph,
meaning "steer head." This implies that they both have their origins at
the same time and place on earth. Aleph also means "one God, the
Creator of the universe." When I compared the Chinese animal years to
the periods of the Apocalypse, I was astounded that they aligned so
incredibly.
2009 The Year of the Ox
The "ox year" in 2009 matches the 1st Period of the Apocalypse. In the
Hebrew Alphabet Number System, the number one (1) means Aleph,
"steer head," and they align with Nisan, the first month of the Jewish
religious year.
These 12 animal signs are repeated 5 times within each 60-year cycle
of the Chinese calendar. Each of these 5 cycles possesses different
ranking orders at each level. For example, the 5 types of dragons and
the years associated with them are:
1. earth dragon (1868, 1928, 1988)
2. metal dragon (1880, 1940, 2000)
3. water dragon (1892,1952, 2012)
4. wood dragon (1904, 1964, 2024)
5. fire dragon (1916, 1976, 2036)

2015

2016

HORSE

SHEEP

MONKEY

2017

2018

2019

BOAR

2014

DOG

2013

COCK

@
2012

SNAKE

2011

RABBIT

2010

TIGER

2009

OX

RAT

2008

DRAGON

Astrological signs are believed to influence people born under them. The
dragon and the serpent signs describe Antichrist and Satan perfectly.
After thousands of years these cycles just “happen” to align perfectly
with what is predicted for the Great Apocalypse so that the Chinese
animal characteristics perfectly describe the apocalyptic years. This
concept just boggles my imagination!

Chinese Calendar

@ Aztec Calendar ends 21 December 2012

1

Theodora Lau, The Handbook of Chinese Horoscope (New York: Harper & Row, Publisher, 1979).
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2012, the Year of the Dragon
The Chinese water dragon is symbolized as a male emperor with
supernatural powers. He is considered the guardian of wealth and
power. He intimidates those who would dare challenge him. The dragon
seldom minces words. He is inconsiderate and easily provoked. He cites
his views like imperial edicts. Although He may rave about the virtues
of free speech and democracy, He believes himself to be above the law
and does not practice what He preaches.
According to the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse, Satan will be cast out
of Heaven and appear on earth in 2012. The Chinese calendar indicates
that 2012 (the 7th Period of the Apocalypse) will be a Year of the Water
Dragon.
Every Year of the Dragon is followed by a Year of the Serpent. As we
have seen, the Scriptures state that Satan will be cast out of Heaven
following a war, and He will be followed by the second persona of a
resurrected Antichrist. (The dragon will be followed by the serpent.)
These descriptions of Chinese attributes correlate perfectly with the
information the Bible has given us about Satan and Antichrist. No other
time cycle would fit. This is one more indication that the timing I have
presented for the coming Apocalypse is valid.
2013, the Year of the Serpent
The Chinese word for serpent (or snake) is She. It is sixth in the
ranking order and corresponds to the element of fire. Chinese astrology
describes the serpent/snake as someone who, when his anger is
aroused, reveals unlimited hatred. His antagonism is silent and deeprooted, and he ruthlessly crushes his enemies. The Chinese people
believe that disasters that occur in a Year of the Dragon will culminate
in a Year of the Snake. Calamities during Snake years are often the
result of excesses committed during Dragon years. This is a very
accurate description of Antichrist during the Apocalypse.
The snake is gifted with strong charisma; He is shrewd, businessminded and materialistic. He possesses great mental abilities and
powers of concentration. He has the patience of Job, but He bites like a
king cobra—a deadly combination.
Antichrist will make his resurrected appearance in 2013, a Year of the
Serpent. The number thirteen (13) means "depravity" or "rebellion."
The dragon is mentioned thirteen times in the book of Revelation: 12:3;
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12:4; 12:7 [twice]; 12:9; 12:13; 12:16; 12:17; 13:2; 13:4; 13:11;
16:13; 20:2.2
2015, the Year of the Sheep3
The ancient Chinese believed that the way back to Heaven required the
sacrifice of an unblemished sheep to make atonement for their sins.
Their offering was made to ShangDi, the righteous Creator, on the
Mount Tai in Shandong Province. Chinese history records that an
emperor of the Shi Ji period built an altar so that the proper sacrifice
could periodically be made to ShangDi, the good Creator.
The center of this magnificent Temple to Heaven stood a three-tiered,
white marble Altar of Heaven. The altar was built in concentric circles
using dimensions based on ever-increasing multiples of nine. The altar
was 75 meters in diameter, and each level was surrounded by a white
marble railing. In the center of the top tier was placed a singular
circular stone called “The Heaven Heart Stone” that served as the altar
for the bull or sheep sacrifice.
Confucius, a philosopher and compiler of Chinese Classics, 551-479 BC
considered the sacrifice to ShangDi so important that he made this
statement, “He who understands the ceremonies of the sacrifices of
Heaven and Earth....would find government of a kingdom as easy as a
book into his palm.”
The Technical Journal where I found this information also documents
where the Lamb of God is hidden in the ancient Chinese characters.
These discoveries interest me because they overlay the Apocalypse. I
am amazed at the many parallels between the ancient Chinese
sacrifices and the ancient Hebrew religious practices.
Near the end of 2015 Jesus Christ will appear in power, and many will
experience a resurrection. Jesus is often referred to as the Lamb of God
in the Bible. That the Chinese calendar with the Sheep-lamb year falls
on 2015 is extraordinary. Furthermore, correlations also exist between
the overlay of the Ox at the beginning of the Apocalypse with the
overlay of the Dragon/Serpent in 2012 at the middle of the Apocalypse.
I knew nothing about these Chinese calendar alignments with the
Apocalypse when I started my research two years ago. I had discovered
the dates in 2008, 2012 and 2015 independently from this additional
source of extra-biblical confirmation.

2

Dr. Ed F. Vallowe, Biblical Mathematics: Keys to Scripture Numerics (The Olive Press Publisher, 1997).
The Lamb of God hidden in the Chinese characters, by Ku Shin Voo & Larry Hovee, Technical Journal,
Volume 13 (No.1) 1999 ISSN 1030-2916, E-mail: tjeditors@AnswerinGenesin.com
3
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The Chinese perceive the sheep as a blessing from God because it
resolved conflicts as the bearer of the people’s sin. They understood the
concept of sin and the need to resolve the resulting separation between
God and themselves that automatically comes about because of sin. The
sacrifice of a sheep enabled a relationship between the sinner and the
Creator through the acknowledgment of the divine need for
righteousness. The Chinese also noticed that a young sheep will kneel
down to suck milk from the mother’s udder. This act of kneeling down
to obtain milk represents humbleness and respect, values cherished in
their culture. Thus to the Chinese, the sacrificial sheep symbolized
many moral virtues such as truthfulness, kindness, reconciliation,
righteousness and eternity. These symbolic attributes were similarly
understood in the Hebrew culture.

Information from the Hebrew Calendar
Then another portent appeared in Heaven: a great red dragon, with
seven heads and ten horns, and seven diadems on his heads. His
tail swept down a third of the stars of Heaven and threw them to the
earth. Then the dragon stood before the woman who was about to
bear a child, so that He might devour her child as soon as it was
born. . . .
And war broke out in Heaven; Michael and his angels fought against
the dragon. The dragon and his angels fought back, but they were
defeated, and there was no longer any place for them in Heaven.
The great dragon was thrown down, that ancient serpent, who is
called the Devil and Satan, the deceiver of the whole world—He was
thrown down to the earth, and his angels were thrown down with
him. (Revelation 12:3-4, 7-9 NRSV)
As explained above, the Jewish calendar helped me to choose 21
December 2008 as the date for the beginning of the Apocalypse. The
Aztec and Chinese calendars confirm these precise dates and they do
not merge at any other future time.
It is incredible that these three calendars match up perfectly with Bible
prophecy. The Bible clearly states that Satan's domain will end in
Heaven, and I place it during the 7th Period of the Apocalypse. (See the
7-Year Table of the Apocalypse.) First, we pinpointed its timing to the
year 2012, then to the 7th Period of the twelve 7-month long periods of
the Great Apocalypse. Finally, we come to the 1st day of the 7th month
(21 December 2012 to 21 January 2013) of the 7th Period, which is 21
December 2012. In addition to all of the above, it is again a solstice
date that cannot be manipulated by any human calendar!
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The 1st day of 7th month of the 7th Period can be expressed as (7x7=49)
+ 1 = 50, which possesses numeric significance as the Jubilee gear.
Fifty is a strong expression of the Heh which gives us a viewpoint from
the heavenly perspective.
Thus, 21 December 2012 begins a new cycle of apocalyptic intensity
with Satan’s ouster from the heavenlies of the Heh dimension.
(Revelation 12:13) Since the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse overlays
the 7,000-Year Table of Human History so perfectly, including the Aztec
and Chinese calendars, the key future events as laid out in those tables
can only happen on the dates indicated. For example, the key events
that will take place on 21 December 2012 agree perfectly across all
three calendars. No other dates would or could fit.

Observation #8 (Cheth) Forecasting the Dedication of the Fourth Temple
According to my interpretation of Daniel's prophecies, the MiniApocalypse will occur from 4 December 2011 to 17 September 2015.
During that time, Jews and Christians will suffer tremendous
persecution by Antichrist. But the forecast in Daniel 8:14 is extended
2,300 days or 6.3 years from 4 January 2012 to about 24 May 2018,
which is beyond the end of the Great Apocalypse.
Great Apocalypse
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Mini-Apocalypse

2017

2018

*

2019

* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Daniel’s 2,300 Days - - - - - - - - - - - *
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The tables align to predict that the biggest global earthquake ever to
take place in history will begin toward the end of the Mini-Apocalypse
on 4 September 2015. This earthquake will last 13 days and destroy the
city of Jerusalem including the Third Temple and the nearby Islamic
mosques. The entire city, including all of its cultural monuments and
structures from antiquity, such as its many old churches, will totally
vanish in the rubble.
Let me tell it again. None of today’s structures considered “holy places”
will remain standing. The famous churches, mosques and temples will
be absolutely reduced to desecrated debris and rubbish. No trace of
these buildings will ever be known to future generations, and the
reason is very clear. They represent the polluted religions of Satan’s
domain that blind the peoples of all nations with lies and deceptive
theologies. Corrupted by wealth and political power, the religious
organizations represented by these famous structures obstruct and
confuse the truth. God has promised that the abomination of false
religions will never be experienced on earth again.
This earthquake strikes all around the globe and will cause horrendous
geological disturbances everywhere. Its effects are so extensive that it
will raise one third of Jerusalem’s area to form a high mountain. After
two years of simple and essential recovery towards normalcy following
the Great Apocalypse, a Fourth Temple will be constructed anew on the
highest point of this mountain, right over large, newly exposed springs.
These springs will turn into a river that flows to the Dead Sea basin.
(Ezekiel 47:1-12) I have labeled this new era in the tables as the "Third
Civilization." (The first was before the Flood; the second is now.)
An age of great blessing begins on 18 September 2015 when there will
be no more wars or conflicts around the globe. When the door of the
ark was opened in Noah’s day, the survivors enjoyed their newfound
freedom, and Noah planted a vineyard as an indication that normal
times had returned. Similarly, people surviving the Mini-Apocalypse will
have reached the days of blessing when they will begin the process of
renewal by planting gardens and vineyards.
The Fourth Temple's foundation will be erected according to the
blueprint in Ezekiel 40. Daniel 8:14 states that the new temple
sanctuary countdown of 2,300 days prophesied will start on 4 January
2012, which is near the midpoint of the seven-year Apocalypse and
near the beginning of the Mini-Apocalypse.
The inauguration of the Fourth Temple will take place 2,300
days later on 24 May 2018. This period of 2,300 days - six (6) years,
four (4) months, and twenty (20) days—will end on 10 Sivan 5778 (24
May 2018), which falls within the week the celebration of the early
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harvest feast of First Fruits. This Jewish holiday is also known as the
Feast of Weeks or Pentecost will be celebrated four days prior to that
date on Sivan 6.
Since Sivan is the 3rd month of the Jewish year, the Hebrew Alphabet
Number System would indicate a correlation to "a divine
completeness/perfection.” In the 7th month, Bible prophecy foretells the
laying of the foundation of the Fourth Temple, which will synchronize
with the celebration of the first Jubilee (1968 + 50 years = 2018).
Then I heard a holy one speaking, and another holy one said to the
one that spoke, "For how long is this vision concerning the regular
burnt offering, the transgression that makes desolate, and the giving
over of the sanctuary and host to be trampled?" In addition, He
answered him, "For two thousand three hundred evenings and
mornings; then the sanctuary shall be restored to its rightful state."
(Daniel 8:13-14 NRSV)

Observation #9 (Teth) The Hebrew Date for the Beginning of the Apocalypse
God’s Word is multidimensional and contains information on many
different levels. The Hebrew Alphabet Number System has embedded
information that I compare with human DNA.
Within each human cell are embedded forty-six chromosomes.4 By
examining different chromosomes, scientists can determine which cells
are healthy and which ones may have damaged genes buried deep
within the nucleus that could develop into cancer. In a similar way, by
examining biblical prophecies and comparing them to the Hebrew
Alphabet Number System, we can find information buried within the
structure of numbers.
We have determined that the Apocalypse will start on 21 December
2008, which in the Jewish calendar is 24 Kislev 5769, the eve of
Hanukah. Let's dissect that date. Kislev is the 9th month of the Hebrew
calendar. The year 5769 can be written as 9 x 641. The number 641 is
dissected as (6 x 100) + 40 +1. Therefore, this date can be expressed
as follows:
24 Kislev 5769

4

Popular Science Magazine April 2004, volume 264 #4, page 39, News headline, A Contrarian View of
Cancer (Peter Duesberg).
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24 (day), 9 (the month Kislev), 9 x [(6 x 100) + 40 +1] (the year
5769)
24 • 9 • 9 • 6 • 100 • 40 • 1
•

1 (Aleph) means "eternal God," Jesus Christ (the Alpha and the
Omega).

•

6 (Waw) means "connect."

•

9 (Teth) means "new life."

•

40 (Mem) means "life dimension with purpose."

•

24 means "priesthood."

•

100 expresses Aleph (the GodFather) on the third level.

The number six (6) in the middle connects (6 = Waw, which means
"connect") two groups of numbers: 24-9-9 and 100-40-1. In Hebrew we
start from the right side and move to the left so we will look at the last
group first. The Father’s blueprint plan connects Jesus, the Alpha and
Omega (100-40-1) and high priest, with the plan’s implementation of
new life in fulfillment of the Bible’s promises. (Hebrews Chapters 7 & 8)
Interpretation of 100-40-1
•

100—God existed from eternity past in the highest domain, which
is expressed as 100. Everything is under His control, no matter
what man does. He is the Alpha (one), the Creator of the universe
(three digits).

•

40—This number means “in this time” (4) with “purpose.” It is
compared to an ocean and you are in the middle of it swimming
endlessly until...and that is decided by you. God will implement
His blueprint, which was set before the foundation of this world.
This blueprint connects (the middle 6 - Waw) with the Apocalypse
at the appointed time-life dimension (40).

•

1—The number one (1) represents the Alpha and Omega, Jesus
Christ. He is the beginning and end of the time dimension. (Check
out the World Cuckoo Clock.) He is the beginning and end of all in
the universe (Heh = "the other side"), and He promised a glorious
return to earth.

Interpretation of 24-9-9
•

The number 9 (Teth) is mentioned twice (the month and the first
digit in the equation representing the year). This indicates that
the message of new life is very important. While death will reign
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on a massive scale on earth during the Apocalypse, the Lord
reminds us that in the end there will be a double life standard and
the earth will continue. Many people will receive eternal life in the
midst of this great destruction on earth.
•

The two 9s indicate "life on two levels." The heavenly kingdom
that was previously established in Heaven will come to earth. This
represents the first number 9 coming from Heaven. At the same
time, all the saints who formerly died will be resurrected and
translated into eternal bodies. (This is called the Rapture in many
Christian circles.) They will be found worthy to live forever, and
they will go up in the cloud to meet their Lord. This represents the
new life (the second number 9) that will start from earth. Both
"new life" groups will continue in the new earthly kingdom for a
thousand years of peace, and because they represent a special
group in the economy of God, they are compared to the
priesthood. In Heaven, they will praise God forever, and on earth
they will direct God's plan for this earth.

•

Jesus as high priest (24) connects humanity (6 = Waw) with the
Father (100). He is the Alpha-Omega (1) in the time dimension of
Daleth to give it purpose (40).

Observation #10 (Jod) Forecasting the End of the Apocalypse (2016)
I watched then because of the noise of the arrogant words that the
horn was speaking. And as I watched, the beast was put to death,
and its body destroyed and given over to be burned with fire. As for
the rest of the beasts, their dominion was taken away, but their lives
were prolonged for a season and a time. (Daniel 7:11-12 NRSV,
emphasis added)
Daniel mentions "a season and a time." Antichrist will be killed and his
body destroyed by fire, but Satan's life will be prolonged for "a season
and a time" after the Apocalypse. (Revelation 20:3, 7-10)
This tenth observation (10 = Jod) on the World Cuckoo Clock indicates
something beyond the Apocalypse that connects with a higher level.
When I started out aligning these observations, I did not give any
particular attention to their sequence. But I was amazed to discover
that they also align perfectly.
"Time" here means a thousand years. Counting backward from 3018,
we arrive at 2018. "Season" refers to a shorter period. A "season" of a
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little more than two years occurs between the last cycle of the
Apocalypse (2016) and the start of the one thousand years that will
begin in 2018. During the "time" (one thousand years) plus the
"season" (several months), Satan will be locked up.
Some of the more modern versions of the Bible translate "a season and
a time" as simply "a period of time." Understanding the Hebrew
Alphabet Number System makes such discrepancies in the more liberal
translations obvious:
3017 – 1,000 =

AD

2016 plus a season.

Observation #11 (Judgment/Disorder) Analyzing the Middle of the Apocalypse
The Aztec culture tells of a serpent coming from Heaven, which
coincides with Satan being cast out as recorded in the book of
Revelation. This event will occur on 21 December 2012. The equivalent
Hebrew date is 8 Tevet 5773, which is remembered in Jewish tradition
by fasting on Tevet 10 to commemorate the beginning of
Nebuchadnezzar’s siege of Jerusalem.
Tevet is the tenth month of the Hebrew calendar. The year 5773 can be
expressed as 251 (200 + 50 + 1) x 23. The number twenty-three (23)
can be expressed as (13 + 10) or (12 + 11). To analyze this date we
can write it as follows:
8 Tevet 5773 (21 December 2012)
8 (day), 10 (the month Tevet), (200 + 50 + 1) x 23 (the year 5773)
8 • 10 • 200 • 50 • 1 • (13 + 10) or (12 + 11)
The Hebrew Alphabet Number System provides the following meanings
for these numbers:
•

1 (Aleph) means "eternal God" ("I am the Alpha and the Omega,"
Revelation 21:6)

•

8 (Cheth) means "fenced in."

•

10 (Jod) means "law/responsibility," "hand," or "a higher level."

•

11 means "judgment."

•

12 means "divine authority."

•

13 means "rebellion" or "depravity."
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•

23 means "death."

•

50 (Nun) means "life with purpose."

•

200 (Resch) means "insufficiency."

On 8 Tevet 5773 (21 December 2012) Satan will be arrested and
confined (8 = Cheth). He will be judged according to eternal law (10 =
Jod). The presiding judge will be God the Creator (1 = Aleph). The law
contains the rules of "life with purpose in the Heh dimension” (50 =
Nun). According to that law, Satan will be found "insufficient" (200 =
Resch), and the verdict will be pronounced "death" (23). The first stage
of this sentence is his expulsion from Heaven, the second is his
confinement in the abyss and the last is his destruction in the lake of
fire. (Revelation 12:7-10; 20:1-3, 7-10)
Satan's death sentence will be dual in nature:
1. (Heh dimension) 13 + 10 would represent a depraved rebellion
(13) judged with the law (10) and found guilty. Sin and the law
bring death (23).
2. (Daleth dimension) 12 + 11 would indicate the divine authority
(12) pronouncing judgment (11), ending in death (23).

Observation #12 - (Perfection in Government)
Analyzing the End Date for the Apocalypse
My World Cuckoo Clock shows the number ten (10) right under the
space designated as the Kingdom of the Light. Jod (10) means “the
hand at rest.” It belongs to a higher level in the cosmos. A new world
cycle will start, which we call eternity. Jod will be preceded by a
resurrection cycle (9 = Teth).
A few days before the first publication of this book, I went through a
period of unexplained restlessness. I wondered if something was
missing. I was willing to burn the book if God so led. I never anticipated
any financial gain from putting it on the Internet, and the time spent
writing it did not matter to me, because the time and effort was for my
benefit in learning God's Word. In prayer I asked the Lord if this book
needed additional proof. I needed His full approval, because He is the
divine Clock Maker; I am only a student learning from Him.
I realized that the month of Tammuz was the key to my timing
predictions, so this became a strong candidate for reconsideration. I
wanted a second witness from the other side to corroborate my
prediction. All the proofs I had up to that point were on the 7-based
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Daleth dimension level. The numbers happened to fit, and I hoped my
prediction would cause many people who might read this book to make
the decision to save themselves from the immediate “surprise” threat of
New York’s destruction.
But my book could also cause a lot of misery if these events were
delayed. A two-week difference might not seem like much in the
scheme of 7,000 years, but for me, the gears of the clock had to fit
perfectly.
I double-checked everything, and it all seemed to fit. But deep down I
knew something was missing. Although the facts neatly aligned
themselves, I felt that a key was still shrouded somewhere. I needed
proof from something beyond my dating schematics.
God led me to focus on the 17th of Tammuz (the 4th month of the
Jewish religious year). As described in the Twelve Jewish Festivals &
Fasts table, the 17th of Tammuz is a fast day. Its purpose is to remind
God's people to take inventory of their lives, compare them with God's
standard, and make any necessary corrections. Since eating might get
in the way of this process, worshipers were supposed to fast to get a
clearer picture of their lives.
Following that lead, I recalculated everything. To my amazement,
everything checked out again. God answered my prayer and confirmed
my prediction of the Apocalypse.
The first eleven observations provide proof, through simple
mathematics, of dates in the future that are sometimes corroborated in
the Aztec, Chinese and Hebrew calendars. These observations are all
found in the 7-based system as explained previously in this chapter.
That these three floating calendar dates coincide and match is by itself
a miracle.
Then just before publication of this book, God revealed this same date
in another context, which raised the accuracy of the dating one notch
higher to the highest level, because its verification is now also
established in the 5-based system. When I re-examined Heaven’s
Rosetta Stone binary system of 7:5 ratio, I discovered an extraordinary
chronological relationship that connects the 17th of Tammuz with the
solar system. This point is vital because humans can’t manipulate the
solar system, we can only calibrate our calendars to it in an attempt to
make them more accurate.
When I used the fast of 17 Tammuz as my main reference stake, many
of the other important dates found throughout the various tables shifted
to fall on solstice or equinox days. These cosmic events cannot be
manipulated and changed to fit a particular theory or scholarly opinion.
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They are determined by the movements in our solar system and not by
when people decide to begin or end a month or year.
Prophetic books written in the past failed because of faulty
assumptions. Some of those failures can be ascribed to what I call
rubber band calendars – calendars that can be manipulated by scholarly
analysis. The failed prophetic theories expressed opinion without
sufficient or proper use of literary, biblical and scientific witnesses.
Some failed due to faulty research methods based on a poor grasp of
science and how the universe operates.
For example, most scholars improperly convert their historical and
prophetic timelines from prophetic, biblical or Babylonian days to our
present, secular solar year. They convert calendar years to biblical
years in equations that work in the opposite direction to what is
presented here. This mistake alone makes any prophetic alignments
between the Bible and our modern calendar impossible to match. This is
why many Christian scholars are confused.
I was formally educated in that system, and earlier manuscripts that I
gave to friends reflected some of these same wrong assumptions.
Remember, I am a trained engineer who must have logical reasons and
conclusions. I am used to building things that must work in real life
situations and not just pass for a convincing argument. Nice rhetoric is
not enough. I must have some kind of tangible proof. What I have
learned since starting on these books has convinced me beyond doubt
that the many discoveries of solstice/equinox overlays is hard evidence
that my conclusions are meaningfully accurate and not just coincidence.
These multi-layered alignments have convinced me that my basic
assumptions are sound.
In fact I continue to find new supporting “coincidences” every time I
read my books. This is because the imbedded Hebrew Alphabet number
System is larger than my head. It is impossible for anyone to invent,
and it produces too many “coincidences” to be contrived. It will take a
while for anyone to grasp it all. Those who want to understand should
not be discouraged if it requires reading my books more than once,
perhaps some sections several times.

The Probability of Dating the Apocalypse
Projecting a prophetic date by using time measured according to our
modern methods could present some uncertainty, because ancient time
cycles were often modified to conform to our solar system. It takes
modern computers to precisely calculate and align our various calendars
from around the world.
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The discovery of the 5-based system should remove any doubt we
might still have. When we study the twelve periods of the seven year
Apocalypse, we notice that a number of the dates are cosmic-solar
dates – a solstice or an equinox. The solstice and equinox events are
fixed and cannot be manipulated by our manmade calendars. In fact
they become calibration points to adjust our calendars to. The
Apocalypse falls on four diamond corners as expressed in my World
Cuckoo Clock within one day’s variance despite being calculated from
events scattered over thousands of calendar years.
For the skeptic, rest assured, I am not smart enough to invent a
complicated system like what is presented in my two books. Not only
does it internally align and check itself again and again, take all of the
matching dates that fit like a diamond on each corner of the World
Cuckoo Clock table, the dates on the Twelve Periods of the Apocalypse
table, and/or even to match the 7,000-Year Table of Human History
that overlays the cycles and events of the Apocalypse with recorded
human history. To dream all of that up would take a genius, which I am
not. Just ask my children; they would testify, “Daddy you’re no genius,
no way.”
For all of this to agree as it does, a mathematician would likely come up
with a probability of 1: 100000000000000000000….
(I need help to figure this one out.)
When I first made the diagram of the World Cuckoo Clock, I put a
diamond over the clock dial. The corners, from left to right, indicate the
end of our time period on earth. Time is represented with Jesus Christ,
the Creator of this earth, on each corner. Above that we have Heh ("the
other side"), and in the lower corner we have Daleth, indicating "this
world in this time."
This diamond was then overlaid with the table of the Twelve Periods of
the Apocalypse. The Daleth dimension falls within one day of the 4th
Period and coincides with the equinox on 23 September 2010. On the
opposite of the diamond is Heh (9 = "new life"); here 21 March 2014
ending the 9th Period is another equinox. The alpha and omega,
beginning and ending solstice dates are 21 December 2008 and 21
December 2015, completing a perfect diamond.
In the middle of the Apocalypse we identified 21 December 2012 as the
date when the Aztec calendar ends after 5,125 years. It falls within the
7th Period, on the 1st day of the 7th month of that period. That is the day
when Satan will be cast out of Heaven, and the deception and
oppression of the Zayin Age will begin to end. Like a Russian egg, the
table of the Twelve Periods of the Apocalypse fits exactly within what
the Bible (the big Egg) teaches. We have now found 12
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observations/proofs, thus completing the overlay of the Hebrew
Alphabet Number System.
The 12 observations described above establish with certainty that the
Apocalypse dating presented in this book is not just religious
speculation or the opinion of a simple clock maker. These different
observations pinpoint the exact dates of the Apocalypse with amazing
accuracy. If we apply the laws of probability, the odds are strongly in
favor that my proposed timing for the Apocalypse is correct as
presented in this book.
There is yet time to either reject this message or act on it. Your mortal
and eternal survival is at stake. I hope that this journey into the
obscure Hebrew Alphabet Number System has motivated you enough to
begin to act in obedience to the over one thousand Bible verses I have
quoted in my books.
I pray that I have convinced you that time is running out and that the
time for God’s correction of a world gone out of control is near. I hope
that my fellow Christians will humbly investigate what has been
presented and not be found working against God’s purpose based on
their habitual biases. Wisdom does not answer a matter before hearing
it, and the angel told Daniel that the wise shall understand in these
latter days.
Let me state plainly that I did not know anything about what I have
written in these pages just three years ago. God may use others to
verify much of what I have written in the days ahead. Hopefully, others
will find the confidence to repeat this warning and the good news of
God’s coming Kingdom to their quarter of this globe. Until then be it
known that:

The Apocalypse will begin on
21 December 2008 and end on 21 December 2015.
Many Christians are concerned about dating future events. Some might
classify this book as being on the "fringe" in their own circles because it
foretells the timing of the end. However, the seven-year Apocalypse is
part of Daniel's seventy-week prophecy. (Daniel 9:1-27)
Since the first sixty-nine weeks (483 years) were fixed, and Bible
experts have been able to calculate them right up to the prophesied
death of Jesus Christ in AD 33, it stands to reason that the last seven
years are also fixed in time and can therefore be calculated. The
method may vary, but the fundamental argument is proper. The
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Apocalypse is part of a pre-set plan. It conforms to both the Hebrew
timetable and to Daniel's "seventy weeks" prophecy.
Daniel's prophecies deal with the rise and fall of empires and nations,
but He never actually mentions any way to firmly date the first
resurrection (or rapture) of the saints. He closed the last chapter of his
book with the description of the resurrection that takes place after the
“time of distress” - following the end of the Apocalypse. (Daniel 12:1-3;
Revelation 20:4, 6)
Postulating definite dates for the Apocalypse makes most Christians
uncomfortable because they remember past theories that predicted the
Apocalypse and the coming of the Lord that did not come to pass. When
these predictions proved false, theologians stepped in with
explanations. For example, some theorists came up with a gap theory
that stated that God's clock stopped for an indeterminate and
approximate, two thousand years. No reason for this was given, but
they refer to Bible verses stating that "no one knows the hour."
On "the other side" (Heh, 5 = Heaven), there are no clocks, because
time does not exist there. However, since the Apocalypse will occur on
earth, its timing should be predictable because we do measure time on
earth.
God the Father has pre-determined the hour when the resurrection and
the translation of the saints will occur so that they will meet Jesus
Christ in the air at His appearance. He alone knows the timing of this
sequence of events, and no one can know God's mind. We are limited to
what He has revealed.
However, God's clock never stopped. With infinite logic the Creator has
designed a plan, and like an architect looking at blueprints, we can
figure out the structure of God's design and determine much more than
most are willing to admit. Most Bible scholars agree that the Scriptures
predict an end of today’s civilization as we know it. If we analyze
biblical prophecies, and separate events that have already occurred on
earth from events that will take place in Heaven, we should be able to
make predictions with a good degree of accuracy.
The Hebrew Alphabet Number System is only a tool to determine the
planned schedule of the Apocalypse railroad train. This schedule was
fixed before the system began operation. The concepts of the Daleth
and Heh dimensions only describe our visible material and the invisible
metaphysical worlds. These terms provide us with the conceptual tools
to understand how the railroad works. The historic-prophetic railroad
has arrived at each of the twelve past stations on time for almost 6,000
years. The last two stations (the 13th and 14th) are within sight. Before
you know it, the train will be pulling up to them on schedule as it is
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written. As a human designer, I can see the hand of the Master
Craftsman. Therefore, I have confidence in the eternal and omnipotent
Designer that He will finish what He started. That is my faith.
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